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he introduction of very large scale integrated
circuits (VLSI) in electronic technology has

brought about a tremendous testing problem. Test
generation and fault simulation of VLSI packages
are very costly and inefficient. Since the cost of test
generation increases in a nonlinear fashion with re-
spect to the size of the device [1], often this task is
prematurely terminated yielding relatively low fault
coverage figures. Moreover, since the quality of the
end product is directly related to the amount of test
performed on it [2], more and more defective parts
would have been shipped due to insufficient test. It
then became evident that new testing techniques are
necessary to cope with the increasing complexity of
VLSI.
The idea of having the circuit test itself has

emerged as a possible solution to the VLSI test prob-
lem. The basic idea is to add some small amount of
test hardware to the chip in order to facilitate a self-
test. This solution requires additional controls to
switch the circuit into test mode, and a mechanism
to compress the test responses into a manageable
size, so that its expected responses can be stored on
chip for a pass/fail indication. Since the test is per-
formed on chip, one would also have the added ben-
efit of testing the device at its own speed. Another
added benefit would be not having to rely on expen-
sive testers that, besides their price tag, also occupy
large amounts of floor space.
The earliest detailed study of BIST structure for

random logic chips is described in Benowitz et al.
[3]. The idea of BIST received a boost when Hewlett-
Packard (HP) 5004A signature analyzer had been
introduced [4]. Although not intended for BIST ap-
plications, HP’s idea to compress test responses into
a short signature, and use these signatures as test
reference, had proven to be a cost effective way of
performing a test with a relatively small amount of
hardware. The signature collected by HP’s 5004A
signature analyzer was the contents of a linear feed-
back shift register (LFSR) that was built into the
equipment, and whose width was 16 bits. Experience
with HP’s 5004A showed that the aliasing probabil-
ity, namely, the probability of having a good signa-
ture indication for a faulty product, is quite low. It
was also discovered during the use of the 5004A that
in sequential products the signature measured was
not necessarily unique. This phenomenon was due
to nonuniform initial states that existed in the tested
products. Today this situation is referred to by the
generic term X-states (unknown states). Since it was
impossible to initialize some products to a unique
state, different (but correct) final test signatures were
measured. Most test engineers were not ready to
cope with this at the time, and some of them aban-
doned this new technique. This problem is being
overcome today by either acknowledging multiple
correct signatures, or by assuring that all sequential
elements are initializable to the same state at the
start of the test. Despite this early drawback, the
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experience with HP 5004A led the way to the place-
ment of signature analyzers on chip to compress test
responses with little or no loss of test quality.
There are other data compression methods, be-

sides signature analysis, that researchers have inves-
tigated. Methods like one’s counting and transition
counting have .been discussed quite extensively in the
literature [5-7]. One’s counting captures the one’s
count at the output of the circuit and displays it as
the test signature. Transition count captures the
number of times the circuit output undergoes a 0 to
1, or a 1 to 0 change, and displays this count as the
final test signature. Although some attempts have
been made to implement these data compression
techniques for BIST, they did not receive wide
enough acceptance to become a popular technique,
like signature analysis.
Another issue that divides BIST techniques is the

test stimuli supplied to the logic under test. The most
common test stimulus is the application of random
patterns via an LFSR. This random pattern BIST is
further divided into exhaustive and nonexhaustive.
Exhaustive random pattern BIST applies all possible
patterns to the circuit under test (CUT). Since an
LFSR is incapable of generating the all-zero pattern,
it may be necessary to modify it [8], to add this pat-
tern to make its space fully exhaustive. Obviously,
the applicability of exhaustive BIST is limited to
CUTs with a relatively small number of inputs. Thus,
testing CUTs with more than 30 primary inputs by
an exhaustive BIST takes too long, even with the
fastest technology in existence today. Nonexhaustive
BIST only uses a small fraction of the entire input
space as test patterns. Thus, the number of primary
inputs in a CUT is usually not a limiting factor for
nonexhaustive BIST.

Input patterns can also be generated by a counter.
Counter-based exhaustive BIST is quite common in
testing random access memories (RAMs). On the
other hand, counter-generated nonexhaustive BIST
for combinational logic is quite uncommon. The rea-
son is that the most significant bit(s) of the counter

will almost stay fixed during the nonexhaustive test,
and, therefore, will fail to exercise many faults in the
CUT.

This paper is primarily concerned with nonex-
haustive random pattern BIST. It is assumed that the
circuit has some kind ofscan structure, such as level
sensitive scan design (LSSD) [9]. Some comments
on other BIST techniques are scattered throughout
the paper. The paper covers numerous BIST areas:
subjects like fundamental BIST structures, random
pattern generators, signature registers, fault cover-
age analysis (probabilistic and simulation-based), es-
timation of the random pattern test length required
to achieve a given test quality, the weighted random
pattern approach to reduce the test length, logic
modification to enhance random pattern testability,
testing of random access memory (RAM)-based
products, fault diagnosis in a BIST environment, AC
test, and the self-test tester. A list of open problems
in BIST and their importance is provided in a sep-
arate section. The paper concludes with a brief sum-
mary.

BASIC STRUCTURES

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a BIST struc-
ture. The source in Figure 1 supplies random patterns
to the CUT. The source also has a Start/Stop control
line which feeds the data compressor and the com-
parator. The Start signal is issued with the generation
of the first random pattern. This Start signal tells the
data compressor to start compressing output re-
sponses. The compression will go on until a Stop
signal is issued. The Stop signal is issued by the
source after the application of the last random pat-
tern. A Stop signal to the data compressor also con-
stitutes a Ready signal for the comparator. This
Ready signal informs the comparator that the sig-
nature stored in the data compressor is ready for
comparison. For the scheme to work, a reference
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signature must be supplied. This reference signature
is the expected signature from the fault-free circuit,
and is usually computed beforehand by performing
a good machine simulation. At the comparison time,
the measured signature is compared to the reference
signature. The circuit passes the test if the signatures
are identical.

BILBO

Many chip level BIST structures follow in lJrinciple,
at least, one or more of the BILBO modes described
in Koenemann et al. [10-12]. Figure 2 shows the
Built-in Logic Block Observer (BILBO) register,
which is a multifunction register.
The BILBO register constitutes a set of latches

(for simplicity assume D-la__tches) where the inverted
output of each latch (the O output) is connected via
a NOR and an EXCLUSIVE OR (XOR) gate to the
data input of the succeeding latch. A multiplexer
(MUX) allows either a serial input to the latches in
one mode of operation (B 0), or a connection of
the XOR feedback (B1 1) in another mode of
operation.
The BILBO register can be operated in a number

of different modes. The mode of operation is deter-
mined by the value of the control inputs B and B_.
When B B: 1, the BILBO acts as a regular

register with parallel inputs Z, and parallel outputs
{Qi, Qi} (not shown).
When B1 B 0, the BILBO acts as a shift

register with scan input SI and scan output SO. In
this mode of operation the XOR feedback is discon-
nected from the first latch by the multiplexer. This

mode of operation may serve as a scan path if it is
necessary to input external vectors to the device.
Notice that the vector stored in the latches is the
bitwise complement of the vector applied at the SI
port.
When B1 1 and BE 0 the BILBO acts as a

multiple input signature register (MISR), or LFSR.
In this case the XOR feedback is active. If the Zis
are outputs of the circuit test, then the BILBO acts
as a MISR compressing the circuit responses. If,
however, Z 0 for all i, then, provided there is a
nonzero seed in the BILBO register, it acts as an
LFSR generating pseudorandom stimuli. Notice that
in this mode of operation the feedback function may
be either an EXCLUSIVE OR or EQUIVALENCE
(the complement of EXCLUSIVE OR) depending
on the number of stages being fed back.
When B1 0 and B2 1 the BILBO register is

reset to the all zero state.

STUMPS

BIST structure for higher levels of packaging re-
quires a different test architecture. A scan path struc-
ture called Self-Test Using a MISR and a Parallel
Shift Register Sequence Generator (STUMPS), is a
built-in test architecture for an LSSD-based multiple
chip system, in which each field replaceable unit
(FRU) has a large number of logic chips [13, 14].
Consider the test of this replaceable unit. Each unit
contains an added STUMPS test chip. The special
test chip contains a parallel pseudorandom pattern
source (a slight modification of an LFSR) called a
parallel shift register sequence generator (SRSG),
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FIGURE 3 STUMPS Architecture.

any. (A logic chip with no SRLs must contain pure
combinational logic and is tested by stimuli provided
by its surrounding chips.) There is a test time ad-
vantage to be had by structuring the parallel SRL
"channels" so that they each contain roughly the
same number of SRLs. This may require that several
logic chips are connected in series in one or more
channels.
There is a considerable amount of global wiring

required to connect the test chip with each of the
logic chips. For 100 logic chips on the CUT, there
are 200 global wiring nets connecting the chips to the
STUMPS test chip. This is a disadvantage only if the
CUT package is severely limited in wiring capacity.
STUMPS requires only one additional I/O pin,

the Test Mode signal. Since the test chip is inserted
into the scan path of the CUT, there is no adverse
effect on critical paths of the system.

TX1

and a MISR. The test chip is wired only into the scan
path of the CUT, and thus can be overlayed on an
already completed scan path design.
An illustration of the global structure of STUMPS

is given in Figure 3.
Assume that the CUT has n logic chips, and that

each logic chip has a scan path containing a number
of shift register latches (SRLs). The A/B shifting
clocks of the SRLs and the shift clocks of both the
random pattern source and the MISR are tied to-
gether. In the built-in testing mode, the scan-in port
(SI) of each of the n logic chips is connected to a
stage of the SRSG, the pseudorandom pattern
source, and the scan-out port (SO) of each logic chip
is wired to an individual stage of the MISR.

Using the A/B shift clocks, the SRLs are loaded
with pseudorandom patterns from the source. The
number of A/B clock cycles required is equal to the
number of SRLs in the longest string on any logic
chip. This will cause the shorter shift register (SR)
strings to overflow into the MISR, but will not affect
the correctness of the final MISR signature.

After loading random patterns into the SRLs, the
system clocks are cycled to capture the test results
back into the SRLs. These results are then scanned
out into the MISR, simultaneously loading the next
random pattern set from the source. A test pass or
fail indication is obtained after the last test by com-
paring the signature remaining in the MISR with the
expected signature.
The number of SRLs on each logic chip of the

CUT will vary and some logic chips may not have

Toshiba [15, 16] has reported on their success in man-
ufacturing the TX1, a 32-bit microprocessor. The
TX1 embeds three testable designs: scan test, self-
test, and macroblock test. It uses scan test for the
sequential logic that includes over 1660 flip flops.
These 1660 flip flops are divided into 29 scan chains,
the longest being of size 64. The TX1 uses self-test
to detect faults in regular structures such as Read
Only Memories (ROMs), RAMs, Programmable
Logic Arrays (PLAs), and data flow blocks, like Ad-
ders, Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs), etc. The self-
test in TX1 is based on signature analysis. The
macroblock test is a unique testable design specifi-
cally oriented towards design verification. The total
area overhead used for the three testable designs is
4.6%.
A discussion of other BIST structures can be found

in Bardell et al. and McCluskey [17, 18].

INPUT GENERATORS

Most BIST applications use pseudorandom input
patterns. A pseudorandom input sequence is an "ap-
proximation" to a random sequence, and is gener-
ated by an LFSR. An n-stage LFSR should, pref-
erably, be of maximum length to be able to generate
all the 2 1 different patterns. Such an LFSR is
said to implement a primitive polynomial [19]. To
define an LFSR one only needs to specify which
stages feed back to the first stage via an XOR circuit.
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Some feedback connections may produce maximal
length sequences when seeded with a nonzero initial
pattern, and some may not. A list of primitive poly-
nomials that are desirable in BIST applications may
be found in Bardell et al., and Peterson and Weldon
[17, 20].
There are some potential problems associated with

the use of LFSRs as pseudorandom pattern gener-
ators (PRPGs). It is important that the test engineer
be aware of them so that he can avoid unnecessary
low fault coverages when he actually builds his BIST
structure. Some of these properties are discussed be-
low.
When an LFSR is used to feed pseudorandom pat-

terns into scan strings (as in STUMPS) some SRLs
in the scan chain may visit all possible patterns, while
others may see only a shortened sequence. This phe-
nomenon happens when the shift advance into the
scan is not relatively prime to the sequence length.
This phenomenon is called decimation. In STUMPS
operation a new test is applied only after all scan
chains are filled with pseudorandom bits. This shift
advance may not be relatively prime to the generator
sequence length. If this happens, some patterns will
be excluded from the scan chains, adversely affecting
the final fault coverage. To avoid loss of fault cov-
erage due to decimation one has to choose a gen-
erator and scan chain lengths so that the shift advance
needed to fill them up will be relatively prime to the
generator’s sequence length.
Another inherent property of PRPGs is the exist-

ence of linear dependencies. Linear dependencies oc-
cur between selected bits of a scan chain that is fed
serially from a given stage of an LFSR (as in
STUMPS). To see this consider the LFSR and the
scan chain of Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows a four-stage LFSR that feeds a five-
stage scan chain. The LFSR is of maximal length;
namely, if seeded with a nonzero pattern, and con-
tinuously clocked, it will generate all 15 possible pat-
terns. We denote the sequence of bits entering the
scan chain by {a}. From the feedback connections
of the LFSR it is evident that the sequence {an} has
the bit-dependency

an an-4 ( an-1.

As a result of this dependency the values entering
the scan string are dependent. In particular, stages
al, a4, a5 are related according to

a5 al ()a4

This linear dependency will prevent the bits in stages
al, a4, a5 from visiting the state al 1, a4 0, a5

0. If, for example, stages a, a4, a5 were to feed
a 3-input OR gate, none of the stuck-at-0 faults at
the inputs of the OR gate will be detected during
test. Moreover, the number of different patterns that
can appear at stages al, a4, a5 is only 4 (compare this
to a total of 8 if the generated sequence were truly
random).

Fault coverage degradation due to linear depen-
dencies can only occur when the span of the circuit
connected to the scan string exceeds the width of the
LFSR generating the pseudorandom patterns [17].
The span of a circuit fed from a scan string is defined
as the distance (measured in scan string stages) be-
tween the two circuit inputs that are connected far-
thest apart on the chain. In the previous example,
the OR gate was fed from stages 1, 4 and 5 in the
scan chain. The span of this OR gate is 5, which
exceeds the LFSR width, which is 4.

Linear dependencies cannot be eliminated. They
will always exist as long as the generated patterns
are not truly random (which, unfortunately, is always
the case). The best one can hope for is to make
intelligent choices in terms of circuit connections in
order to minimize their effect.
Another source of concern to scan-based BIST is

the existence of structural dependencies. When ad-
jacent scan paths are fed from contiguous LFSR
stages (as in STUMPS), the same values appear in
the adjacent scan paths offset by one shift [17, 21,
22]. In particular, if a 2 2 window is placed any-
where on the array of latches formed by the scan
paths, only one half of the possible 2 2 binary
arrays will appear as the LFSR is shifted through its
cycle. Larger windows have even smaller coverages.
As in the case of linear dependencies, this a priori
exclusion of array bits from appearing during testing
can adversely affect the quality of the shipped prod-
uct.

FIGURE 4 Illustration of Linear Dependencies.
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FIGURE 5 An LFSR as a Single Input Signature Register.

One way of reducing the effect of structural de-
pendencies is to insert a phaseshift network between
the LFSR and the circuit being driven (for example,
between the SRSG and the scan chains in STUMPS)
[17, 22]. The phaseshift network is made out of XOR
gates, and it produces pseudorandom sequences that
appear to be shifted in time by more than one bit.
As a matter of fact, large phaseshifts may be accom-
plished between consecutive outputs of the phase-
shift network. These arbitrary large phaseshifts be-
tween sequences entering the scan chain will increase
the number of different bit sequences that may occur
in a given window, and could, therefore, perform
better during test.
A new type of generator has received some interest

recently. This generator, called cellular automata reg-
ister (CAR), is a cascade of special finite state ma-
chines, where the next state of a particular storage
cell is determined by a linear combination of the
present states of the cell and its two adjacent neigh-
boring cells [23-25]. Two linear combinations have
been found to be useful for CARs in BIST appli-
cations. The first linear combination (called rule 90)
is where the next state of a cell is a XOR of the
present states of its two neighbors. The second linear
combination (called rule 150) is where the next state
of a cell is a XOR of its own present state, and the
present state of its two adjacent neighbors.
Wolfram [24, 25] has shown that CARs formed

from cells with a single rule generally exhibit a se-
quence length much shorter than the maximum pos-
sible. Pries et al. [26] have noticed that some cascades
of rule 90 and rule 150 will exhibit maximum length
sequences. Serra et al. [27] have pointed out that
CARs are isomorphic to LFSRs. Bardell [23] has
analyzed the linear dependency problem in CAR-
based BIST and has found it to be similar to those

existing in LFSRs. On the other hand, structural de-
pendencies seem to be different in CARs, although
they still do exist.

SIGNATURE REGISTERS

Signature registers are used to collect the final sig-.
nature after test. They, generally, perform a cyclic
code compression on the incoming bit stream [17,
19]. The LFSR of Figure 5 can serve as a single input
signature register (SISR).
The external input in Figure 5 is fed ,from a single

output circuit (not shown). The LFSR is continuously
clocked to capture the ,circuit responses to the .input
patterns, At the end of the test the contents of the
LFSR is read out as the circuit test signature. Notice
that in the LFSR implementation of Figure 5, the
XOR gate feeds only the first stage.
A different implementation of a ,SISR is possible,

where the feedback signal is distributed to a number
of XOR gates that exist between stages. Such an
implementation is shown in Figure 6.
The S1SR in Figure 6 has, in principle, the same

test characteristics as that of Figure 5. That is to say,
provided the two implement the same primitive poly-
nomial, they will have similar aliasing characteristics.
One obvious difference between the two implemen-
tations is that the SISR of Figure 5 may be faster
than that of Figure 6 because it does not have inter-
stage XOR gates. On the other hand, the SISR of
Figure 6 only has 2-input XOR gates, while the SISR
of Figure 5 needs, in principle, a multiple-input XOR
gate. In case a multiple-input XOR gate is not avail-
able, the XOR gate of Figure 5 needs to be imple-
mented by a tree of lower fan-in XOR gates that may
slow down its performance.

FIGURE 6 An Alternative Implementation of a Single Input Signature Register.
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FIGURE 7 A Multiple Input Signature Register.

For multiple output circuits a MISR is used to
collect the test signature. Usually a MISR has as
many stages as there are circuit outputs. An XOR
gate is placed between each of the MISR stages,
where one of its inputs is driven from one of the
circuit outputs. The feedback function also feeds the
interstage XORs to implement the desired polyno-
mial (see Figure 7).
The problem of computing the aliasing probability

in SISRs and MISRs has been considered by many
researchers [4, 28, 29, 30]. Different assumptions
were used by different researchers regarding the be-
havior of errors entering the signature registers. Re-
gardless of the assumptions made, most researchers
agree that in most cases the aliasing probability con-
verges to 2 as the test proceeds, where rn is the
number of stages in the register. Thus, for all prac-
tical purposes the aliasing probability can be kept
under control, provided the signature register width
is at least 16.
MISRs exhibit a different kind of masking, called

error cancellation. This type of aliasing is unique to
MISRs, and does not appear in SISRs. Error can-
cellation in MISRs happens when two errors occur
on two adjacent input streams such that an error
appears at input channel i, as a response to test t,
and at input channel + 1, as a response to test
+ 1. In this case the first error will be captured in
stage at time t, and it will then be shifted to stage
+ 1 at time + 1, cancelling the new error entering

this channel at that point in time. This type of aliasing
is independent of the feedback polynomial, and it
can .occur at many different combinations of input
streams and test cycles. For instance, two error bits
distanced 2 cycles in time, entering two stages dis-
tanced two away from each other, will, also, cancel
out. Error cancellation, however, is much less likely
than the primary aliasing discussed earlier. If T is
the number of test patterns applied to the logic, and
if rn represents the width of the MISR, the proba-
bility of encountering an error cancellation is ap-
proximately 21-m-T [17].

Counting techniques also exhibit aliasing. The ali-
asing probability in both one’s counting and transi-
tion counting have the same asymptotic behavior. If

T is the test length, the aliasing probability asymp-
totically approaches 1/-- [31]. Thus, for test
lengths that exceed 1 million patterns, this aliasing
probability is also negligible.
The problem of X-states with regard to HP 5004A

has been referred to earlier. This same problem will
exist in BIST designs unless special precautions are
taken to avoid it. In custom-made products the eas-
iest solution is to avoid the X-states altogether by
providing a unique initial state. When a product in-
cludes vendor chips with uninitializable states it is
important to recognize all the possible good signa-
tures that might occur during test.

FAULT COVERAGE ANALYSIS:
PROBABILISTIC APPROACH

Probabilistic methods of estimating the fault cover-
age of a pseudorandom test exploit the circuit to-
pology. By using the circuit topology it is possible to
compute the detection probability of an arbitrary
fault. The detection probability of a fault in a com-
binational circuit is defined as the probability that a
randomly selected input will detect the fault in ques-
tion. Thus, given the circuit structure, it is possible
to compute the detection probabilities of all faults
of interest (single stuck-at faults, for example). Once
the list of fault detection probabilities is generated,
it is possible to estimate how many of the faults in
question will be detected by a given random pattern
test length. This estimate allows us to make state-
ments such as "BIST having a test length Twill detect
q percent of the faults with c percent confidence."
For example, a statement such as "a pseudorandom
test of length 100,000 will detect 92% of all single
stuck-at faults with 98% confidence," means that if
somebody were to repeatedly test the logic with
100,000 pseudorandom patterns (each time with a
different set of 100,000 pseudorandom patterns), and
record the fault coverage of each set, then at least
98% of the time this fault coverage will reach a figure
of at least 92%.

Exact computation of probabilistic expressions in
logic was proposed by Parker and McCluskey (PM)
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[32]. The main thrust of their work was to compute
signal probabilities in a combinational network. A
signal probability of a line in a combinational circuit
is defined as the probability that this line will assume
a value 1 in response to a random input. Savir et al.
[33, 34] have shown how to compute detection prob-
abilities of faults by signal probability manipulations.
The computation of exact detection probability of a
fault, according to PM, requires analyzing a structure
whose size is a little more than twice the size of the
original circuit. Basically, the circuit structure is du-
plicated where one copy is the fault-free version of
the circuit, and the other copy is the circuit with the
fault in question being injected. An additional trans-
formation circuit is added to the outputs of the above
two copies to yield a value 1 whenever the corre-
sponding outputs of the two copies differ. Thus, the
signal probability at the output of the transformation
circuit is equal to the detection probability of the
fault in question. This analysis needs to be repeated
for every fault. Details of the method appear in Bar-
dell et al. [17].
Computation of exact detection probabilities is

known to be a very hard problem. The PM algorithm
described earlier, for example, may have an expo-
nential complexity in the worst case. It was neces-
sary, therefore, to come up with less complex algo-
rithms to cope with the ever-increasirig densities of
VLSIs. This could not have been achieved without
sacrificing the accuracy of the results.

Savir et al. [33, 34] have proposed to compute
lower bounds on detection probabilities, rather than
exact values. The computational complexity of those
lower bounds will, then, drop from exponential to
polynomial. The question is "are lower bounds of
detection probabilities sufficient to assess the testa-
bility of a BIST design?" The answer to that is yes,
provided a conservative approach to test length is
acceptable. The conservativeness results from using
lower bounds of detection probabilities to compute
a test length that will detect the faults in question
with a given degree of confidence. The use of lower
bounds of detection probabilities, in lieu of exact
values, will increase the necessary test length to de-
tect the target faults. The use of this longer test length
in BIST will yield a better quality test than what was
initially intended. For example, if in reality a pseu-
dorandom test of length 1 million will detect 98% of
the faults, and if the conservative test length hap-
pened to be 4 million tests, then by actually applying
4 million tests the fault coverage that is actually
achieved may be in excess of 99%, which is better
than the 98% it was targeted for.

Savir et al. [33, 34] have proposed the cutting al-

gorithm (CA) (later to be improved by Savir [35] and
Markowsky [36]) as a means to compute lower
bounds of detection probabilities. The essence of the
CA is cutting sufficient number of fanout branches
to turn the circuit into a tree, where detection prob-
ability computation is a relatively simple task. This
so-called "cutting" is only a software modification of
the circuit topology used solely for the purpose of
computing the detection probabilities. By perform-
ing cuts on the circuit, exact signal probabilities need
to be replaced by bounds. These bounds are a by-
product of the cutting, and are necessary in order to
preserve the correctness of the final results. The end
result of using the CA is that a list of lower bounds
of fault detection probabilities is computed. This list
of lower bounds are then used to compute the desired
test length necessary to meet a given quality objec-
tive (see section on test length calculation).

Other probabilistic algorithms for estimating fault
detection probabilities have also been proposed. Sta-
tistical fault analysis (STAFAN) [37] uses control-
lability information, as well as statistics of sensiti-
zation frequency of lines, to deduce fault detection
probabilities. Controllability observability program
(COP) [38] also uses controllability and observability
calculations to estimate fault detection probabilities.
COP completely ignores signal dependencies in the
circuit during computation. Probabilistic estimation
of digital circuit testability (PREDICT) [39] is in
principle identical to STAFAN. The difference be-
tween PREDICT and STAFAN lies in the way the
basic data is collected. While STAFAN collects its
data from simulation runs, PREDICT generates
them analytically. All three algorithms (STAFAN,
COP and PREDICT) do not generate "one-sided"
results; namely, none of these algorithms will con-
sistently compute a lower bound (upper bound) of
fault detection probabilities. These algorithms pro-
duce results that include cases where the probabilities
are underestimated, as well as cases where the prob-
abilities are overestimated. Thus, these estimates
cannot be used to compute a conservative test length
as shown earlier with the CA. Results from STA-
FAN, COP, and PREDICT can only be used as crude
estimates.

FAULT COVERAGE ANALYSIS:
SIMULATION APPROACH

The detection probabilities of faults in the circuit can
be estimated by fault simulating a large number of
randomly generated vectors. Let f be a fault in the
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circuit whose detection probability is to be estimated.
Let T be the number of random patterns that are
used to estimate the detection probability of f. For
each random pattern the logic is simulated in order
to determine whether or not the fault is detected.
Let N be the number of times the fault f has been
detected, N -< T. The detection probability, q, of
the fault f can be estimated to be

N

This estimate, however, includes a random error
that will approach zero as T approaches infinity. For
large T the sample mean given in the above equation
is approximately normally distributed. The 95% con-
fidence interval for this point estimate lies between
q 2e and q + 2e, where

Fault simulation to determine random pattern test-
ability is an expensive process in most cases. To see
this let z be the simulation time needed to propagate
values from an input to a gate to the output of the
same gate. Let G be the number of gates in the
circuit, and let T be the number of random patterns
that have to be simulated. Let o be the number of
faults whose testability has to be determined. Using
this notation the time it takes to simulate one random
pattern on the entire circuit is azG, where the factor
a depends on the simulation method and indicates
what fraction of the logic is simulated, on the aver-
age, in order to determine whether or not a given
vector detects a given fault. If for every new pattern
the entire logic is simulated a 1. On the other
hand, if the method of simulation is such that only
the gates which experience a change in the values
applied to their inputs (due to the propagation of
errors from the fault site) are simulated, then a <
1. The coefficient a is called the simulation reduction
factor, and it may range between 0.5 and 0.9 de-
pending on the number of levels in the circuit, and
on whether or not the logic has disjoint partitions.
The faults of interest are usually all the single stuck-
at faults and, therefore, o klG. If no fault re-
duction is being made, then k is approximately twice
the average number of the gate fan-in plus fan-out.
With fault reduction this coefficient may range be-
tween 1 and 3. Notice that if the fault reduction
includes a process of identifying fault equivalence
classes the coefficient k can even be less than 1. This

process of fully identifying the fault equivalence
classes is, however, very expensive, and it is hardly
worth it in an automatic environment. The number
of patterns, T, is usually proportional to the number
of gates in the circuit, and in many cases is quite high
because it takes many random patterns to reach an
acceptable fault coverage. Thus T k2G, where k2
is this coefficient of proportionality. It is important
to note that a reduction in simulation time may be
achieved if more than one pattern is simulated
against a given fault for each simulation pass. This
is possible since a 32-bit machine can conceptually
simulate 32 patterns in parallel. It is also possible to
take advantage of the extended length attribute that
may exist in some instruction sets (IBM 370 instruc-
tion set supports length attributes of up to 256 bytes).
If this is done it will decrease the coefficient k: sig-
nificantly [40].

Notice that it is much more advantageous to per-
form the fault simulation so that many patterns are
simulated in parallel against a single fault in each
pass, rather than performing it on many faults in
parallel and a single pattern per pass. The reason for
that is that when many patterns are simulated in
parallel against a single fault, it is possible to take
advantage of the fact that the fault affects a relatively
small number of gates yielding a relatively small a.
This localized effect of the fault can be utilized in
the simulation process resulting in a lower CPU time.
If, on the other hand, the simulator simulates many
faults in parallel for each pattern, a great portion of
the network has to be simulated each simulation pass
since the faults are generally spread all over the net-
work. The method of simulating multiple patterns
against a single fault is called parallel pattern single
fault propagation (PPSFP).
Combining all the above arguments together yields

a formula for the running time, R t:

Rt aklk2G3"r KG

The constant K aklk2"r.

TEST LENGTH CALCULATION

One of the key parameters that need to be decided
for BIST is the pseudorandom test length. This pa-
rameter directly affects the quality of the test.
When simulation techniques are used the fault cov-

erage achieved by the test is known exactly. Main-
taining this fault coverage in practice will require
running the test with exactly the same patterns as
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used during simulation. If the patterns are generated
by an LFSR, for example, this will require perform-
ing the test with the same initial seed as the one
chosen during simulation. Similarly, the same sig-
nature analyzer needs to be placed in the BIST struc-
ture as the one used during the simulation runs. Any
discrepancy between the simulation parameters and
BIST parameters will render the fault coverage eval-
uated by simulation only an approximation.
When analytical techniques are used to determine

the testability of BIST no definite fault coverage fig-
ures can be asserted. Fault coverages, in this case,
can only be stated statistically, as was described in
the previous sections. Statistical coverages, however,
are not so sensitive to test parameters. Statistical
fault coverages are, for instance, independent of the
actual patterns used during test, provided they are
generated pseudorandomly. Similarly, fault coverage
figures are relatively insensitive to LFSR initial seed,
or MISR primitive polynomial. The most important
factor influencing the quality of the test, in this case,
is its length. It is, therefore, very important to be
able to quantify the value of the test length in order
to statistically guarantee the quality of the test.

Let qmin be the smallest detection probability of
any fault in the circuit. Let s be the number of faults
in the circuit whose .detection probability lies be-
tween qmin and 2qmin. Let c be the confidence level
required for the test. Given these parameters, the
BIST test length necessary to achieve 100% fault
coverage is given by

In(1 qmin)

If, for example, a circuit has a detection probability
profile, such that qmin 10-5, and s 100, the
pseudorandom test length necessary to achieve 100%
fault coverage with 99% confidence is T 9.2
105
For cases where only lower bounds on detection

probabilities are known, the same formula may be
used to determine the conservative test length. The
main factor determining how conservative the test
length is going to be is the extent to which qmin has
been underestimated. An underestimation of qmin by
a factor of 10 will approximately drive the test length
higher by a factor of 2.3.

Details about test length calculations can be found
in Bardell et al., and Savir and Bardell [17, 41, 42].
Some interesting comments on the difference be-
tween test length results obtained under the as-

sumption that the test patterns are truly random, and
those obtained under the assumption that the test
patterns are only pseudorandom, may be found in
Wagner et al. [43].

WEIGHTED RANDOM PATTERNS

The fiat (unbiased) random pattern test length can
be very large in a real design. One of the methods
to reduce this large test length is to use weighted
random patterns, where the input vectors are not
equally likely. To see the merit of this approach,
consider a 6-input AND gate. If all inputs are equally
likely, then the probability of detecting a stuck-at 0
fault on one of the input lines is 2 -6 0.015. If the
patterns, however, are generated with a signal prob-
ability 0.9, then this detection probability becomes
0.96 0.53. It is evident that, in this case, biasing
the input signal probabilities so that more ls are
generated than 0s reduces the length of the test.
Weighted pseudorandom patterns can be gener-

ated by nonlinear operations combining outputs from
various stages of an LFSR. Notice that the proba-
bility that two statistically independent signals are
both at a value 1 is the product of the probabilities
of each being at 1. Thus, when two such signals are
fed from an LFSR into an AND gate, the signal
probability at the output, of the gate is 0.25. A circuit
operating on this principle is shown in Figure 8.
The weight, or signal probability, of the output

can be controlled by the word in the control register
of Figure 8. The AND gate whose output is labelled
2 has inputs from two stages of the LFSR. Conse-
quently, when position 3 of the control register con-
tains a 1, AND gate 2 will feed a 1 to the OR gate
1/4 of the time. When position 3 of the control reg-
ister contained a 0, AND gate 2 is disabled and con-
tributes nothing to the signal probability of the out-
put. The outputs of the three AND gates, which
contribute 0.5, 0.25, or 0.125, respectively, are se-
lected by the value of the control register. Combi-
nations of these weights can also be selected by hav-
ing control words with more than a single 1 in them.
The XOR gate driven by position 1 of the control
register serves as an inverter, allowing the output to
display weights larger than 0.5 (generating more ls
than 0s).
A different circuit that can generate weighted ran-

dom patterns was proposed in Gloster [44]. A latch
specifically designed to accommodate weighted ran-
dom patterns was proposed in McAnney and Savir
[451.
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Control Register

Output

FIGURE 8 Programmable Weighted Random Pattern Generator.

The question as to how to bias the input signal
probabilities so that the random test length will be
optimally reduced was considered in Bardell et al.,
and Waicukauski and Lindb!oom [17, 46]. These al-
gorithms compute a nearly optimal global set of
weights that will minimize the necessary test length.
Both algorithms add few additional sets of weights
targeted at detecting the faults left over after using
the global set of weights. These additional sets of
weights are computed by first generating tests for
those uncovered faults, and then choosing the
weights so that these tests will be relatively easily
generated by the weighting scheme. An interesting
way of computing weights based upon clustering of
test patterns was described in G!oster [44].

LOGIC MODIFICATION

A different approach to enhance the random pattern
testability of logic is to modify the logic to upgrade
the detection probabilities of the hard-to-detect
faults.

Since logic modification to enhance random pat-
tern testability may adversely affect the circuit per-
formance it is bound to face resistance from the logic
design community. Thus it is of utmost importance

to have a logic modification algorithm that has little
or no effect on the circuit speed. The algorithm must
be such that it will not require the designer’s inter-
vention. It should be implementable on a computer
as a design-aid tool, and should have the capability
of suggesting logic modification actions that will en-
hance the detection probability of the hard-to-detect
faults. The user of such a design-aid tool would then
be able to weigh one possible logic modification pro-
posal against another and make a decision as to which
approach is better.

Controllability and observability are important
factors in enhancing the random pattern testability
of a design. Although, in general, designs which have
high values of controllability and observability tend
also to have high degrees of testability, this is not
always the case [47].

It is possible to enhance the observability of a line
by inserting test points in the logic. The simplest way
of doing this is by adding an extra output pin for
every test point. This solution is quite costly since
pins are very often scarce. If LSSD is used in the
circuit, one can make the test points observable at a
shift register latch (SRL). In this way the need for
extra pins is avoided, and is traded off by using extra
hardware and longer shift register chains. If the num-
ber of test points needed to enhance the observability
of a design is small this solution is generally accept-
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able (provided you have a control over the circuit
implementation). If, however, the number of test
points is large, it is possible to connect the test points
to a XOR tree whose output feeds an SRL. In this
way one SRL is shared by many test points. The
expense of this approach is, therefore, the addition
of the XOR tree. The XOR tree has the property
that any odd number of faults propagated through
it will yield an output error. It will, however, mask
the appearance of an even number of faults. Thus,
it may be advisable to have a number of XOR trees
with independent signals feeding each one of them.
This requires clustering independent test points in
one group and connecting them to a XOR tree.

Controllability enhancement may be achieved in
a number of ways. One can add control inputs to
already existing gates. One can add additional gates,
not existing in the original design, controlled by ad-
ditional inputs. One can, also, form wired logic con-
nections with additional inputs whenever the tech-
nology allows. Usually controllability enhancement
operations affect the circuit speed more than ob-
servability enhancement operations. It is, therefore,
necessary to weigh the potential benefits that such
an operation may offer against the potential loss in
circuit performance.
There are few observations to be made regarding

the effects of logic modification. We describe some
of them here.
The first observation is that observability enhance-

ment is usually a benign operation. No degradation
of the detection probability of faults will occur as a
result of enhancing observability. Thus, the observ-
ability enhancement operation may increase the ob-
servability of some lines in the circuit and, at the
same time, it will not decrease the detection prob-
ability of the rest of the faults for which this operation
was not intended.

This is certainly not true when controllability en-
hancement is employed. An insertion of an extra
input to enhance the controllability of a line may
decrease the detection probability of a fault by a
factor of 2 [17]. In other words, controllability en-
hancement operation is not, in general, a benign op-
eration. The reason for that is that when an addi-
tional line is introduced, there may exist a fault in
the logic whose detection depends upon this newly
inserted line being at a specific value. This new re-
quirement exacerbates the detection probability of
the fault. It is possible, therefore, to perform a con-
trollability enhancement operation making some
faults easier to detect, while at the same time wors-
ening the detection probability of others.

More on logic modification may be found in Bar-
dell et al., and Iyengar and Brand [17, 48].

RAM TEST

BIST of a RAM-based product requires some de-
parture from random patterns. The reason for this
departure is due to the need to test for possible faults
in all addresses. An effective way of guaranteeing
the visit of all possible addresses during test is step-
ping through the address space with a counter. The
alternative of using random patterns to step through
the address space is very expensive in terms of test
length. Thus, the address space is covered either by
a counter, or by an LFSR that is modified to generate
the all zero pattern as well. The data ports, on the
other hand, can still be stimulated pseudorandomly.
The same holds true for the read/write control.

Stand-alone RAMs (namely RAMs with no logic
surrounding them) can be tested quite effectively
against stuck-at faults. By walking through the ad-
dress space twenty times, and writing random data
followed by a read of the data, all single stuck-at
faults can be detected with 99% confidence [49].
During the read operation the data is collected in a
MISR. The final MISR signature, after twenty such
cycles, is used for a pass/fail screening of the RAM.

Testing faults in embedded RAMs and its sur-
rounding logic is by far more complicated than test-
ing stand-alone RAMs. Some additional hardware
may be necessary to aid the testing of such a product.
This additional hardware may consist of boundary
scan SRLs at both the inputs and the outputs of the
embedded RAM. These boundary SRLs may par-
tition the testing problem into two separate tasks"
the testing of the RAMs themselves, and the testing
of the surrounding logic. When the additional hard-
ware to facilitate RAM test is too costly, one may
perform the test by initializing the embedded RAM
with random data, and then testing the surrounding
logic by applying pseudorandom patterns at the pri-
mary inputs, while at the same time performing a
read from a random RAM address. The test may
continue in this mode for a prespecified amount of
time before a new set of random data is written into
the embedded RAM. After this is done, the test is
repeated again. To make this approach effective, it
may be necessary to perform the test with many sets
of random data in the RAM. Notice that during the
logic test no write operations are performed on the
embedded RAM.
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An important failure mode in RAMs is the so-
called coupled-cell faults. These coupled-cell faults
are pattern-sensitive, and usually involve more than
one cell.
An example of such a coupled-cell fault is one

where a 0 to 1 change in cell forces cell j to undergo
a transition from 0 to 1 as well. For this fault to be
active cell must be in a 0 state, and cell must be
written from a 0 to a 1. If all these conditions exist,
cell ] will flip from a 0 to 1. Obviously, detection of
coupled-cell faults in RAMs is much more difficult
than stuck-at faults. Testing these faults effectively
requires many more random read/write cycles
through the address space. Testing the above cou-
pled-cell fault, for example, requires at least 90 such
read/write cycles through the address space [50].

Analysis of the detection of faults in embedded
RAMs and its surrounding logic was considered in
Carter et al. [51]. Fault propagation through embed-
ded RAMs was treated in McAnney et al. and Savir
et al. [52-54].

FAULT DIAGNOSIS

In many cases diagnosis to a repair action is needed.
In the introduction of a new part into production,
the problem of zero yield at first silicon requires the
ability to diagnose faults within the VLSI chip to a
precision of a few circuits. By isolating the failure to
a very small area the trouble spot can be identified
and rectified. At higher levels of packaging (card,
module, subsystem) diagnosis is necessary to identify
a failing FRU. Usually a unit that is removed in the
field is sent to a repair depot. At this stage the FRU
is tested to determine the exact cause of the failure.

Unless careful thought is given to diagnostics,
BIST products may be a hard nut to crack. The rea-
son for that is that the only information available to
the test engineer is a failing final signature. Working
backwards from a final faulty signature to identify
the failing component may be quite difficult. One
possible solution to the problem is to create ahead
of time a dictionary of all possible faults and their
faulty signatures. Besides being a tremendously dif-
ficult task, it may also require a huge storage to hold
this dictionary.
A more manageable approach to BIST diagnostics

is to partition the entire test into a number of test
windows, and compute the good machine signature
for every such window. The cost of this approach is
the addition of multiple window signatures. The di-

agnostics, however, can be greatly simplified in the
presence of multiple test windows. The test is per-
formed as it would normally be, stopping at the end
of each window to compare the signature at hand
with its fault-free version. If the two match, the test
proceeds to the next window. Once the window final
signature does not match the precomputed one, the
test rolls back to the beginning of that window re-
peating the test, pattern by pattern, till the failing
pattern is uncovered. From here on traditional di-
agnosis practices are being used to isolate the faulty
component. If the test window is relatively small, it
is possible to keep the circuit responses to the last
test window in hardware, thus avoiding rerunning
the test when a failing signature is observed. This
additional storage should be designed to operate in
scan mode, so that whenever the test proceeds to the
next window, the new test responses overlay those
of the previous one.
As in traditional fault diagnosis, there is a need to

compute the smallest possible set of faults that might
explain a given faulty response. The goodness of any
diagnostics scheme may be measured by how effec-
tively it can narrow down the list of potential causes
of the failure. Ideally we would like the diagnostics
scheme to always point to a single cause. Unfortu-
nately, this is not possible because many faults may
induce identical faulty signatures. This is the fault-
signature equivalence class. Isolating the actual cause
of the observed failure beyond its fault-signature
equivalence class may require a rerun of the test to
collect partial signatures at some selected points.
This may be impossible because, in many cases, the
package is sealed and one cannot probe into it.
Some theoretical work was done as to how to ease

the diagnostic burden in BIST. Two such diagnostic
aids were proposed in McAnney and Savir, and Savir
and McAnney [55, 56]. These diagnostic aids will,
under certain assumptions, compute the failing test
from its failing signature. Thus, the use of these di-
agnostic aids may supplement the multiple window
signatures method to identify the failing test.

AC TEST

Ascertaining correct operation of digital logic circuits
requires verification of functional behavior as well as
correct operation at desired clock rates. Failures
causing logic circuits to malfunction at desired clock
rates are called delayfaults, orACfaults. These delay
faults are normally due to random variation in pro-
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cess parameters that often cause propagation delays to
exceed their limits. Detection of an AC fault normally
requires the application of a two-pattern test: the first
pattern applies an initialization value at the site of the
suspected fault, and the second pattern provokes the
transition at the site of the fault and propagates its
effect to a primary output or latch. The two-pattern
test will provoke a 0 to 1 transition at the site of the
fault to test for a slow-to-rise, and a 1 to 0 transition
to test for a slow-to-fall fault. By measuring the output
at the desired time interval one can ascertain whether
or not a delay fault exists in the circuit.
Two models have been proposed for AC faults: the

gate delay fault [40, 57-59], and the path delay fault
[60-64]. According to the gate delay fault model any
input to a gate can be subjected to a delay fault that
may cause the response of the gate to be slow com-
pared to its specification. The path delay fault model
focuses on the aggregate delay along the path and not
on the individual delays of the gates comprising the
path. Thus, according to the path delay fault model,
a path has an AC fault if the time it takes to propagate
a signal along the path exceeds some specified value.
Note that according to the path delay fault model, a
path may be AC fault-free while one or more of the
gates along the path may exceed their specified prop-
agation delay. This phenomenon may happen since the
response of slow gates may be compensated by the
response of faster gates along the path, so that the total
input to output delay happens to be within an accept-
able range.
There are three kinds of AC tests: hazard-free, ro-

bust and nonrobust tests. A hazard is created at an
output of a gate when two or more inputs change values
simultaneously, and the change in one input has a re-
verse polarity compared to the change in the other
input. Consider a two-input AND gate which under-
goes a change from 01 to 10. If the time it takes the
gate to switch is zero, then the output of the AND
gate should be 0 both before and after the input
change. Since no device can switch in zero time, it is
possible that the 0-to-1 change occurs faster than the
1-to-0 change. In that case, the AND gate will expe-
rience a momentary output of 1 before it changes back
to 0. This spike at the output of the gate is called a
hazard.
The three types of AC tests mentioned earlier (haz-

ard-free, robust, and nonrobust) differ on the basic
requirements needed to detect the AC fault. Hazard-
free test imposes the most severe detection require-
ment, while robust and nonrobust relax some of these
conditions. A description of these three types of AC
tests can be found in Pramanick and Reddy [60, 61].
Random patterns are very often used to detect AC

faults. Effectiveness of random patterns to delay test-
ing has been discussed by Savir and McAnney [62, 63].
The authors compute upper bounds on the test length
needed to detect delay faults. In this analysis credit is
only taken when the delay fault is detected by a hazard-
free pair. Since both the generation of robust and non-
robust test pairs is possible during the random test the
computed figure only constitutes an upper bound ac-
cording to these other two test strategies.

Lin and Reddy [65, 66] estimate the probability of
detecting a path delay fault by randomly generated
vectors. The authors also estimate the necessary test
length to guarantee the detection of a given path
fault.
The effectiveness of weighted random patterns to

detect transition faults was reported by Waicukausky
and Lindbloom [46]. In this approach the random
test pattern generator is modified so that it is able
to supply unequal distribution of ls and 0s. The au-
thors claim to have achieved a dramatic reduction in
the number of test patterns needed to detect tran-
sition faults as compared to other deterministic tests.

In order to facilitate the execution of an effective
AC test in a built-in self-test environment it is nec-
essary to design the generator in such a way that it
will be able to apply test patterns at machine speed.
Moreover, the generator should be able to supply an
arbitrary test pattern-pair at the inputs of the tested
logic. Generators that have these two properties have
been suggested in McAnney and Savir, and Mc-
Anney [67-69].
McAnney and Savir [67] propose a three-latch

SRL for AC test. This SRL adds an L3 latch to the
normal LSSD latch. This L3 latch is driven by a
separate clock, and facilitates a storage of two in-
dependent bits in the L1 and L2 latches. This new
SRL can be used to perform a latch-to-latch AC test
at machine speed.
McAnney [68] also uses a three-latch SRL to allow

for AC test without scan operations (that normally
slow down the test). This SRL also has an added L3
latch and a multiplexor controlled by a test mode
signal and two extra clocks. In order to avoid scan-
ning during the response capture, a XOR gate has
been added that allows compression in conjunction
with signature analysis.

In order to perform a fast AC test in scan-based
designs, the second vector of the pair is sometimes
generated by performing a one-bit shift of the first
vector. This form of AC test, called skewed-load, [70-
71] has the disadvantage of being unable to generate
all the possible AC test pairs. This reduced AC test
vector space may lead to a relatively low AC test cov-
erage. A possible way to overcome this severe problem
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is connect the logic inputs that are fed from the scan,
so that no two inputs that feed a given output are
connected to adjacent latches on the scan path. This
testable design is called input separation. Input sepa-
ration [72-73] restores the low AC test coverage to its
maximum potential by eliminating the shift depend-
ency between the vectors that compose the AC test
pair.

Still a different form ofAC test in scan-based designs
is to have a protocol where the first vector of the pair
is independently generated, and the second vector of
the pair is the combinational logic response to the first
vector. This is called a broad-side delay test. Broad-
side delay test is quite convenient in scan designs with
multiple scan chains and combinational logic embed-
ded inbetween. Normally such designs have multiple
system clocks. By permuting the order in which the
system clocks are applied during test, the broad-side
delay test can cover different sections in the design.

THE SELF-TEST TESTER

Even when the self-test is fully built-in, it may still
require some interaction from the outside world. This
may merely be power and "switch to test mode" in
some cases. In more complex situations, initialization
sequences and special clocking may be required. The
means by which these outside support and control func-
tions are provided to the CUT is given the generic
term "tester." The tester may be used to invoke various
levels of BIST, some which rely mainly on the test
structure built into the product. The extended function
ofthe tester prompts one to think of it as a system
including its computer and control programs.
The function of the self-test tester may differ de-

pending on the total test strategy. We list here some
of the functions that the tester may support" BIST
diagnosis, including boundary scan, probe-based, and
simulation-based techniques; AC test, including special
clocking sequences; power-on reset; initialize storage
elements, like RAMs; ability to send commands to the
CUT, including select test mode, doing a single pass
test, repeat test, stop on test X; ability to monitor the
CUT by collecting and comparing signatures; ability
to apply an external test pattern. Obviously, the tester
has to have all the software support for these functions.

lines, there is an urgent need for a computer-aided
design (CAD) tool specifically oriented for BIST.
This CAD tool should be able to take a design, pro-
pose some options on the placement of LFSRs and
MISRs, compute good machine signatures, and as-
sess random pattern testability. The CAD tool
should include a logic modification program to aid
the designer in improving its random pattern testa-
bility. The use of this logic modification program will
help the designer choose the enhancement that
mostly suits his purpose. The CAD tool should be
flexible in selecting a weighting scheme if the de-
signer so chooses. It should be able to compute the
best set of weights to test the product.
There are a number of theoretical problems that

look for an answer. The whole issue of assessing
random pattern testability in nonscan design has not
been given much attention. The question of how to
generalize notions like signal probability and detec-
tion probability in an unrestricted sequential design
has been neglected. A research into this area may
provide some insight on how testable an unrestricted
sequential design may be in a BIST environment.
Another topic that needs some attention is the ran-
dom pattern testability assessment in vendor logic.
This is even a harder problem because the details of
the implementation are not normally known.
More work is needed in the area of embedded

RAMs. All the known solutions to isolate the failing
component in RAM-based products are quite ex-
pensive and not very efficient.
More ideas are needed to improve the perform-

ance of fault simulators for BIST. Since chips are
expected to increase in density at approximately the
same pace (or even faster) as in the past, more pow-
erful simulators are needed to cope with the testing
problem that will emanate from this.
Another important problem that needs an imme-

diate solution is the lack of test education among the
designer community. There is an urgent need to ed-
ucate the designers about the importance of test in
general, and BIST in particular. Designers should be
aware of the benefit of BIST and its cost. They should
have some knowledge of what may create a testing
bottleneck, so that they can avoid it during the de-
sign. Once they learn about its benefits, designers
may be more willing to adopt BIST and make it an
integral feature of future products.

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE CONCLUSIONS

An attempt to automate the design of BIST systems
was reported in Jones and Baker [74]. Along these

This paper has described the BIST development
since its inception. Attention was primarily given to
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nonexhaustive random pattern-based BIST. The pa-
per dealt with most of the important issues of BIST,
and provided a list of problems that still need a so-
lution in order to make the method more widely used
in practice.
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